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Chairman Report:  

We wish to extend congratulations to our President, Marion Yool, who was awarded MBE in 

the New Year’s Honours list. Part of the citation was for her work with NADFAS, now The 

Arts Society, in church recording. 

If you know of anyone who would like to join the society, we are able to offer a reduced 

membership fee of £35 from February for the rest of the year. 

Upcoming events: 

TAS Highland Special Interest Day 

The Highland society has invited us to join them for their Special Interest Day on Wednesday 

4th March at Nairn Community Arts Centre. David Rosier will be speaking about the Chinese 

Imperial Court and Exceptional Rulers. The cost will be £30 to include three lectures, soup 

and sandwich lunch and tea/coffee; Forms available. 

Previous lectures: 

 

13th November Edward Burne-Jones and the Pre-Raphaelite Legacy, Alan Read: 

Alan described the life and works of Edward Burns-Jones. He was born in 1833 in Birmingham, 

his mother died when he was 6 days old. His father was a frame maker; Edward was largely 

raised by the housekeeper and spent a lot of time drawing to occupy himself. He had no formal 

artistic training. At Oxford university he met William Morris and they became firm, lifelong 

friends. Later they both made “intellectual decisions” to leave university to become a painter 

and architect respectively.  

At this time much of the art was “true to nature” with accurate depictions. Burne-Jones early 

work included a lot of romantic pictures of imaginary knights, courtly ladies and men. 

Around 1855, influenced by Rossetti, he began to paint more modern life. He also became 

interested in designing stained glass windows and painting furniture. We were reminded that 

Gordon Chapel contains examples of his stained-glass windows. 
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He painted a wardrobe with pictures as a wedding gift for William Morris. He, himself, married 

in 1860. 

With Morris he, founded the firm of Morris, Marshall, Faulkener & Co., providing furnishings 

and decorative arts. One commission was the dining room at the now Victoria and Albert 

museum. This is still in use today. He also designed stained glass windows for St. Philip’s 

cathedral, Birmingham. 

As he had no formal training some of his works are in watercolours that look like oils. One of 

his pictures, Phyllis and Demophoon, caused his resignation from the Watercolour Society as 

he refused to paint over the male genitalia.  

We were also shown examples of cartoon sketches and other pictures. 

He is also known for his Perseus series and in 1885 became President of the Birmingham 

Society of Artists. 

One of his largest works, “The sleep of Arthur” is 279 x 6500 cms in dimensions. He was 

working on it the day before he died in 1898. After his death his work fell out of favour and 

this large canvas is now in a gallery in Puerto Rico having been bought for a very low price. 

 

4th December: Jane Austen’s Christmas, Claire Walsh 

Jane Austen was born on 16th December 1775 in a blizzard. Christmas was important to her 

and is mentioned in all 6 of her novels. In Georgian times Christmas was very different with 

no Father Christmas. 

The Victorians perceived that Georgian Christmases were dull and developed modern ideas 

about Christmas, partly due to Dickens. They looked back to Medieval times and pagan 

traditions for feasting and drinking rituals. 

In Jane Austen’s times Christmas celebrations lasted for a month, from St. Nicholas’ day on 6 

December until 12th night on 6 January. Large house parties were held by the rich, with eating, 

drinking and balls featuring in the celebrations. Dancing at a ball was one way for young people 

to meet and talk without a chaperone. A single dance could last for one hour. 

Traditions included distribution of charity on St Thomas’ day, 21 December, and a day off for 

servants on St. Stephen’s day, 26 December. There was no ritual food, no turkey and Plumb 

Pudding was a savoury dish. Present giving was not usual but children may have been given a 

very small gift at Epiphany. 

Social positions were important, “Gentility” comprised the top 11/2 % of the population. Boys 

were often educated in boarding schools and coming home for Christmas marked the start of 

the festivities. Rowdiness was often seen in the lower classes, especially on 12th night when 

Ritualised Rioting took place including a “Lord of Misrule”.  

Plays were often acted by children. Jane Austen wrote her first play aged 12. Plays were 

initially presented in the dining room but later in the family’s barn. The young people were left 

to organize things themselves. On stage they were free from the usual social restrictions 
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including touching.  

Jane’s novels used Christmas to bring her characters together, using the balls to allow 

characters to meet and develop relationships. 

 

8th January: Tantrums and Tiaras; Alan Bates: 

 

Alan gave a very interesting talk about The Royal Opera House, Covent Gardens. 

This was built in 1815; the auditorium is an interesting horse-shoe shape which allows the 

blending of sounds to ensuring all have the best experience. 

Alan’s talk was interspersed with video clips showing extracts from performances, 

documentaries and other relevant sources. He told us about the workings of various 

departments involved in staging a performance, from backstage staff and set designers to 

orchestra, singers and ballet dancers as well as support staff such as caterers and admin staff. 

An important job is that of the Prompt who has to co-ordinate and ensure continuity. This is 

done from an area with television monitors and includes checking that wigs and ear-rings are 

straight. 

There was a major refit in 1997 which ensures the back stage areas are now clean and functional 

although not glamorous. Sets are designed to set the mood although the backs can look like 

DIY attempts. 

The opera singers have very powerful voices and amplification is not used. This can be a strain 

on their vocal cords and they can’t sing night after night. Alan said opera singers can be very 

temperamental and showed us a clip of one walking off stage mid performance after some 

negative audience response. 

Ballet dancers are more disciplined, he said, as a result of the strict training from early years. 

There is a high risk of injury and all dancers need to know all parts. 

The capacity of the theatre is 2246 and usually 96% full. Ticket prices are high so audiences 

expect a very high standard. 

The orchestra is led by the musical director. The Maestro conducts the orchestra and may have 

to adjust the tempo for variances by singers or dancers. The members of the orchestra can’t see 

the stage. 

There have been two serious fires, in 1856 and 1908. There was serious concern during a fairly 

recent performance of Wagner’s Ring Cycle where one scene calls for lots of fire on stage, as 

we saw in the video clip. 

 

Church Recording: 

The Record of Pluscarden Church has now been printed.  Marion is very pleased with it and 

the hard work put in by Kathy Moar, Charlotte Wisby and Eileen Griffith...not to forget the 

editor, Andrew Yool! 
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Young Arts: 
Young Arts Penny Pot Appeal: 

A big thank you to all of those who stagger into the monthly lectures with bags or jars of 

coppers and small coins. After 5 lectures I have been able to bank a total of £50 from the 

Penny Pot. All very much appreciated and I do hope you’ll keep those coppers coming for the 

next 5 lectures. 

Anne McVean 

Fochabers Community theatre pantomime 

Last Autumn we donated 

£100 to support the 

Fochabers Community 

Theatre for their pantomime 

performance. We have 

received a reply from Bob 

Sharp who says the 

pantomime was a great 

success and that it also gave 

some young people in our 

company an experience of 

working together in a team 

and creating good memories 

and a learning experience 

which should go a long way in 

helping them through their 

journeys from young adults to 

adulthood. He thanks us for 

our support.  
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Burns Lunch: 

Our Burns lunch was held at Knockomie Hotel on Thursday 23rd January.       

       

We were met at the door by Robert McVean ably playing the bagpipes. After a welcoming 

drink and a chat we sat down and the haggis was piped in by Robert. John Meechan gave the 

address to the Haggis. We enjoyed our meal then settled back as Bill Hope then gave the 

immortal memory. 
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Gordon Smith gave the toast to the Lassies with a reply from his sister, Denise Kelly. 

   

             

All the speeches were very entertaining with lots of humour. A very enjoyable afternoon. 

 

Upcoming Lectures: 

WEDNESDAY 12TH FEBRUARY “COSMONAUTS AND COTTON PICKERS:  Soviet Central 

Asian mosaics and the use of public art as propaganda” 

Lecturer:  Chris Alexander  

This lecture explores the birth of the Soviet mosaic from its roots in Islamic mosaics and 

Communist propagandist posters through to the question of preservation in post-Soviet Central 

Asia. We explore why Soviet thinking was so keen to bring art out of galleries and into public 

spaces, and how, in an era when Socialist Realism was the only permitted artistic expression, 

every public artwork came with a message, a value and an agenda. How did Soviet artists deal 

with the uncomfortable reality that Muslim Central Asia was a Russian colonial conquest? In 

what ways were gender, race, work, leisure and achievement important when it came to shaping 

Central Asians’ ideas of their own identity within the wider Soviet family? 

Chris Alexander was born in Turkey (hence his middle name) and spent his childhood there 

and in war-torn Beirut. After school, Chris spent two years at sea before studying Media and 

journalism at Leicester University. He then moved to Khiva, a desert oasis in Uzbekistan, 

establishing a UNESCO workshop reviving fifteenth century carpet designs and embroideries, 

creating income for women. After a year in the UK writing A Carpet Ride to Khiva, he moved 

to the Pamirs in Tajikistan, training yak herders to comb their yaks for their cashmere-like 
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down, spending three years there. Next came two years in Kyrgyzstan living in the world’s 

largest natural walnut forest and establishing a wood-carving workshop. Chris has recently 

finished rowing and studying at Oxford and is now a curate at St. Barnabas, North Finchley, 

and author of Alabaster and Manacle. He returns to Central Asia whenever he can and conducts 

tours there. 

WEDNESDAY 11th March; NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA:  Tyrants and martyrs of Imperial 

Russia 

Lecturer:  Douglas Skeggs 

Although it has been told and retold in books and films, no story in the 20th century has caught 

the imagination more powerfully and poignantly than the tragic life and execution of Nicholas 

II, the last of the Romanovs. 

  From his childhood where he stood sobbing by his grandfather’s bedside in the  

Winter Palace as he lay dying from the injuries inflicted by an anarchist bomb, Nicolas’s life 

seemed to be shadowed by the omens of disaster. At the celebrations for his coronation, the 

crowd of spectators ran out of control and thousands were trampled to death; when the people 

appealed to him personally during the strikes of 1905, he assumed they were rioting and had 

them shot down by the Imperial Guard. 

  Brought up by a powerful, iron-willed father, he was emotionally unsuited to rule the nation 

and allowed himself to be dominated by his wife who he loved with a passion that blinded him 

from her shortcomings. Determined to produce the son and heir to the Romanov dynasty, 

Alexandra was easily misled by mystical cults and charlatans peddling spiritual cures so that, 

when the boy she had craved so long was discovered to be suffering from haemophilia, she fell 

completely under the spell of Rasputin. Hypnotised by the healing powers he appeared to 

possess, she allowed this peasant monk extraordinary influence in St Petersburg, encouraging 

Nicolas to follow his garbled demands as though they were heaven sent guidance.   

  With the war threatening to destroy the nation and the people on the brink of revolution, 

Nicolas was forced to sign his abdication, the only act of his reign he undertook without the 

advice of his wife. For a time he was allowed to remain in captivity in one of his own palaces 

but, with attempts to rescue him mounting, he was moved out east where finally, in one of the 

most moving and memorable images of the modern world, he and his family were shot in a 

cellar. 
 

Douglas Skeggs read Fine Art at Magdalene College Cambridge and has been a lecturer on 

paintings since 1980. He was the director of ‘The New Academy of Art Studies' for three years 

and is presently a regular lecturer at 'The Study Center', 'Christie's' course 'The History of Art 

Studies' and other London courses. Among his more improbable venues for lectures are the bar 

on the QE2, MI5 headquarters, the Captain's Room at Lloyds, and an aircraft hangar in a 
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German NATO base. Overseas he has lectured in Belgium, France, Germany and Spain, and 

has taken numerous tours around Europe. He helped set up the Abercrombie & Kent “Private 

Label tours” and is presently cultural adviser to Ultimate travel. 

 

Our Web Site: https://theartssocietyspeyside.org.uk 

There is also a page on the main Arts Society web site but the above address is our specific 

one. Please visit it as we need more numbers to move it up the Google listing. It is still under 

development but Chris Peel is working on this.  

 

Amazon Smile: 

We have now registered our charity on this web site. Any purchase you make through Amazon 

will result in us receiving 0.5% of the price, at no cost to yourself. To set this up go to 

smile.amazon.co.uk. BE SURE TO SELLECT THE U.K. SITE. At the bottom of the list of 

charities available you will find a box “other”. Type in The Arts Society Speyside and we will 

come up. Any problems speak to Nicky, Mary, Chris or Jackie. 

General Interest: 

The website whatsonhighlands.com has been recommended for events in the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://theartssocietyspeyside.org.uk/
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Leonardo da Vinci 

           On the 500th Anniversary of his death      

  

Study for the Head of Mary Magdalene 

Introduction 

 Heather Lindsay 

Once I was asked by another founder-chairperson “Do you have a favourite period of Art History, or a 

person?” 

The Renaissance in Italy nurtured the young Leonardo da Vinci. As the illegitimate son of a notary in 

a small town, Leonardo received little traditional schooling but had an insatiable curiosity and the skill 

of close observation. Throughout his life curiosity and wonder always compelled him to explore more! 

He referred to himself as ‘discepalo della sperientia’, a disciple of experience, and his notebooks are 

still read, and anatomical drawings admired by medical students today. 

Florence at that time was a cradle of commerce and art, with a beautiful cathedral but also an acclaimed 

university with many different and mixed disciplines and links between art and engineering. There were 

advances in law and banking, in 1452 a publishing house was established, and scholars from around 

Italy and further abroad came to the city. 

Leonardo’s life offers many lessons which even after 500 years teach us not just to receive knowledge, 

but to think differently. His legacy of notebooks, paintings, and drawings form an astounding and 

inspirational resource which still fascinates and captivates today. 

GROWING UP / LEAVING VINCI : 

Leonardo was an illegitimate son of a notary in the village of Vinci Italy. When he was almost twelve 

his father took him to Florence. 
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FLORENCE: 

It was a time of relative peace and development. Many scholars were ‘migrating’. Leonardo was mainly 

self-taught but now he was part of a city, the seat of government. In Florence there were advances in 

Law, Banking and Design and links were being made between the disciplines. There was a university 

and a beautiful cathedral. His life was offered a wealth of options.  

Florence was a cradle of art and commerce inspiring those with creative minds. There were workshops 

with many subjects and connections for creative thinking. At 14 he joined Verrochio’s studio amid 

pupils of diverse talents. He became a disciple of experience and experiment. Life offered a wealth of 

lessons and connections in this apprenticeship. At 14 he began an apprenticeship which could cover 

anatomy, drawing, mechanics and the effects of light. The status of art was changing! – He learned the 

beauty of geometry and harmony. (Later we’ll touch upon the Vitruvian Man!) 

He was involved with Structure eg. Florence’s Cathedral Dome coupling Artistry and Engineering!! 

Florence had business agents worldwide and people of many talents intermingled. Shops often became 

studios.  

MILAN: 

Leonardo was recommended to Ludovico Sforza in Milan which was now the wealthiest city-state. He 

joined a studio studying Optics, Light & Perspective Modulating Light & Facial Forms! In 1456 painted 

The Virgin of the Rocks for a church. “Were all those observations going somewhere?”  

Now a change of tasks – a visit from the Duke of Milan who had a penchant for pageantry. The Medici 

family was influential. Both Florence and Milan loved pageantry. 

From the 1430s the Medici’s were powerful as patrons and innovators so helping the Renaissance to 

flourish. Pageants flourished (scenery art design, colour, machines!) 

Over the years in both Florence and Milan Leonardo made 

connections and combinations of new technologies. (He was 

often called Leonardo da Vinci the Florentine) 

His notebooks were to be with him for life. He sketched props, 

machinery and technical settings and noted many observations 

for future use e.g. hydraulic engineering. 

Commissions now started to come, e.g. The Annunciation, 

many religious paintings e.g. Baptism of Christ and portraits 

“Ginevra de’ Benci” (unadorned + pale and interesting) in oils 

showing lustre and light! A lovely portrait! (oil paint came 

from the Netherlands). At 21 he explored perspective style 

(sfumato). Thirty years later he painted another famous 

portrait? Can you guess which? 

“His insatiable curiosity restless leaps from one subject to another have been harmonised in a single 

work”.   Kenneth Clarke 

Exhibition: ‘Leonardo da Vinci: A Life in Drawing’ 

Palace of Holyroodhouse, Edinburgh from Nov 22nd 2019 – March 15th 2020 


